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We present a combinatorial proof of two fundamental composition identities associated
with Chebyshev polynomials. Namely, for all m;n  0, TmðTnðxÞÞ ¼ TmnðxÞ and Um1
ðTnðxÞÞUn1ðxÞ ¼ Umn1ðxÞ:
& 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The Chebyshev polynomials of the ﬁrst kind are deﬁned by T0ðxÞ ¼ 1, T1ðxÞ ¼ x, and for nZ2,
TnðxÞ ¼ 2xTn1ðxÞTn2ðxÞ:
The next few polynomials are T2ðxÞ ¼ 2x21, T3ðxÞ ¼ 4x33x, T4ðxÞ ¼ 8x48x2þ1.
The Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind differ only in the initial conditions. They are deﬁned by U0ðxÞ ¼ 1,
U1ðxÞ ¼ 2x, and for nZ2,
UnðxÞ ¼ 2xUn1ðxÞUn2ðxÞ:
The next few polynomials are U2ðxÞ ¼ 4x21, U3ðxÞ ¼ 8x34x, U4ðxÞ ¼ 16x412x2þ1.
Shapiro (1981) showed that Chebyshev polynomials have a simple combinatorial structure, and exploited it to prove
some Chebyshev polynomial identities. Several more Chebyshev polynomial identities are given combinatorial proofs in
Benjamin et al. (2010), Benjamin and Walton (2009), and Walton (2007). Continuing in that spirit, we present a combi-
natorial proof of two fundamental composition identities associated with Chebyshev polynomials. Namely, for all m;nZ0,
TmðTnðxÞÞ ¼ TmnðxÞ
and
Um1ðTnðxÞÞUn1ðxÞ ¼Umn1ðxÞ:
These identities are well-known (see, for instance Rivlin, 1990), and have elementary algebraic proofs. Nevertheless, their
combinatorial structure compels us to seek a direct combinatorial proof.
2. Combinatorial interpretations
The fundamental combinatorial objects of this article are n-tilings, which are sequences of light squares, dark squares,
and dominoes that cover a total length of n cells, where squares cover one cell and dominoes cover two cells. A restricted
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n-tiling is an n-tiling that is not allowed to start with a dark square, and we let T n denote the set of restricted n-tilings. For
example, if we let the symbols a, b, and D, respectively, denote light squares, dark squares, and dominoes, then T 3
comprises the tilings
aaa aab aba abb aD Da Db
We deﬁne the weight of an n-tiling to be ð1Þkxn2k, where k is the number of dominoes in the n-tiling (and therefore n2k
is the number of squares). You can think of each domino contributing a multiplicative weight of 1 and each square
contributing a multiplicative weight of x. Among the restricted 3-tilings, there are four tilings of weight x3 and three tilings
of weight x, giving a total weight of 4x33x which, not coincidentally, is T3ðxÞ.
Theorem 1. For nZ0, TnðxÞ is the total weight of all restricted n-tilings.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. When n¼ 0, the empty tiling has weight 1, and when n¼ 1, the tiling consisting of a
single light square has weight x. For nZ2, by induction, the total weight of all restricted n-tilings that end with a square (of
either color) is 2xTn1ðxÞ and the total weight of all restricted n-tilings that end with a domino is ð1ÞTn2ðxÞ, for a
combined total weight of 2xTn1ðxÞTn2ðxÞ ¼ TnðxÞ, as desired. &
If we remove the initial tile restriction, and allow n-tilings to start with a dark square, then more tilings are counted. We
let Un denote the set of unrestricted n-tilings. For example, when n¼ 3, in addition to the tilings of T 3, U3 also contains
baa bab bba bbb bD
whose total weight is 4x3x. Adding this to the previous tilings gives us a total weight of 8x34x¼U3ðxÞ. By the exact same
reasoning as before, we obtain
Theorem 2. For nZ0, UnðxÞ is the total weight of all (unrestricted) n-tilings.
Viewed combinatorially, many Chebyshev identities become transparent. For example, for nZ1, UnðxÞ ¼ xUn1ðxÞþTnðxÞ
is simply stating that an unrestricted n-tiling either begins with a dark square (where the dark square has weight x)
followed by an unrestricted tiling of length n1 or else the n-tiling satisﬁes the leading tile restriction. Here is another one.
By considering whether a restricted n-tiling begins with a square or a domino, we get: for nZ2, TnðxÞ ¼ xUn1ðxÞUn2ðxÞ.
To prove the composition identities we will need the technique of tailswapping, explored extensively in Benjamin and
Quinn (2003). Before we do this, we must introduce the concept of a tiling being breakable.
Deﬁnition 1. We say that a tiling ism-breakable or breakable at cell m if there is no domino covering both cellsm andmþ1.
The intuitive idea is that an m-breakable tiling can be separated into two distinct tilings with the separation occurring
between cellsm andmþ1. Note that the weight of allm-breakable ðmþnÞ- tilings is UmðxÞUnðxÞ. If the tilings are restricted,
then the total weight is TmðxÞUnðxÞ. The total weight of m-unbreakable tilings is Um1ðxÞUn1ðxÞ, since there is a domino of
weight 1 covering cells m and mþ1. Likewise the total weight of restricted m-unbreakable tilings is Tm1ðxÞUn1ðxÞ.
Observing that each length ðmþnÞ- tiling is either breakable or unbreakable at cell m immediately gives us the following
two identities.
Identity 1. For integers m;nZ1,
UmþnðxÞ ¼UmðxÞUnðxÞUm1ðxÞUn1ðxÞ
and
TmþnðxÞ ¼ TmðxÞUnðxÞTm1ðxÞUn1ðxÞ:
This next theorem uses the idea of breakability as well as the more advanced technique of tailswapping.
Identity 2. For nZ1, U2n ðxÞUnþ1ðxÞUn1ðxÞ ¼ 1.
Proof. Here we describe a weight preserving correspondence between Un  Un and Unþ1  Un1 that is almost a bijection.
Let C ¼ ðA;BÞ be an element of Un  Un, where A is an n-tiling occupying cells 1 through n, B is also an n-tiling, but it is offset
so that it occupies cells 2 through nþ1. We deﬁne the weight of C to be the product of the weight of its tiles, i.e.,
wðCÞ ¼wðAÞwðBÞ. We say that C has a fault at cell j (where 1r jrn) if A and B are both breakable at cell j. (Note that A is
considered breakable at cell n and B is considered breakable at cell 1.) Now suppose C has its rightmost fault at cell k. Say
A¼ A1A2 where A1 is the subtiling covering cells 1 through k, and A2 is the subtiling covering cells kþ1 through n, and
similarly B¼ B1B2, where B1 covers cells 2 through k, and B2 covers cells kþ1 through nþ1. Then by tailswapping, we map C
to C0 ¼ ðA0;B0Þ, where A0 ¼ A1B2 and B0 ¼ B1A2. Note that C0 is in Unþ1  Un1 and has the same weight as C. Also C0 has the
same rightmost fault at cell k, so tailswapping C0 produces C again. See Fig. 1.
Tailswapping is well-deﬁned, provided that at least one fault exists. Hence the quantity U2n ðxÞUnþ1ðxÞUn1ðxÞ is the total
weight of fault-free tilings of Un  Un minus the weight of the fault-free tilings of Unþ1  Un1.
When n is even, the only fault-free tiling of Un  Un is the all-domino tiling ðA;BÞ ¼ ðDn=2;Dn=2Þ which has weight
ð1Þn ¼ 1, and Unþ1  Un1 has no fault free tilings since Un1 contains at least one square which will generate a fault.
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When n is odd, then Un  Un has no fault-free tilings, but Unþ1  Un1 has one fault-free tiling, the all-domino tiling
ðDðnþ1Þ=2;Dðn1Þ=2Þ with weight ð1Þn ¼1. Thus, regardless of the parity of n, the difference of the weights of the fault-free
tilings is 1, as desired. &
3. A composition formula for TmnðxÞ
We now offer a bijective proof of the main identity of this paper.
Identity 3. For nZ0, TmnðxÞ ¼ TmðTnðxÞÞ.
From Theorem 1, TmnðxÞ is the total weight of all restricted mn-tilings. We denote the set of restricted mn-tilings by T mn.
But what does TmðTnðxÞÞ count? On ﬁrst inspection, it is the total weight of all restrictedm-tilings, where dominoes have
weight 1 and squares have weight TnðxÞ. But we can decompose TnðxÞ as w1ðxÞþw2ðxÞþ    þwpðxÞ, where p is the number
of restricted n-tilings andwiðxÞ is the weight of the i th restricted n-tiling. Thus TmðTnðxÞÞ can be thought of as the sum of the
weights of all restricted m-tilings where a domino has weight 1 and each square has the weight of a restricted n-tiling.
We summarize this by saying that TmðTnðxÞÞ is the total weight of all length m restricted metatilings, in which each square
has a weight given by a length n restricted minitiling, where the restriction is that no metatiling nor minitiling may begin
with a dark square. Each domino in the metatiling has weight 1. We call the set of such objects T mðT nÞ.
For example, T3ðT2ðxÞÞ is the sum of the length 3 metatilings in which squares have weights corresponding to length 2
minitilings. Fig. 2 shows three examples of such tilings.
We now prove Identity 3, by exhibiting a weight preserving bijection between T mn and T mðT nÞ. First we consider the
case where n is odd.
Case 1: n is odd. Consider a tiling s 2 T mn. Write s as m rows of n-tilings, stacked on top of each other (called an m n
board), where the ﬁrst row (at the top) consists of the cells 1 through n, the second row consists of cells nþ1 through 2n,
. . ., the m th row (at the bottom) consists of cells ðm1Þnþ1 through mn. If a domino starts in the last cell of row and ends
in the ﬁrst cell of the next row, we say that such a domino is out of phase. Fig. 3 shows an example of how the length 18
tiling DababDDDbDabb can be turned into a 6 3 board. Notice that the out of phase domino starting on row 3 and ending
on row 4 is denoted by the dashed lines.
The basic strategy of the bijection is as follows. The bijection ‘‘tries to’’ map the k-th row of the m n board is to a
square occupying cell k of the metatiling, and the associated minitiling has the same weight as (and is often the same as)
row k. If it cannot map the k-th row in that fashion, then it performs a ‘‘tailswap’’ with a later row j, allowing rows k
through j to be mapped in a natural way. If k and j cannot be tailswapped, a rare event, then these rows are brought
together and mapped to a domino. The details are spelled out in the cases that follow.
Given an m n board representing an element of T mn, we use the following algorithm to generate its corresponding
element of T mðT nÞ. The algorithm starts from the ﬁrst row of the m n board and proceeds downwards, and illustrated in
Figs. 4–6.
Case 1a: (Row has no out of phase dominoes. Starts a or D.) Suppose the given row (call it row k) begins with a light
square or a domino. Then the board is mapped to a metatiling with a light square at cell k whose embedded minitiling is
the same as the tiling of row k. For example, in Fig. 4 we see that the ﬁrst row (Da) begins with a domino, so the
corresponding metatiling has a light square in the ﬁrst cell with embedded minitiling Da, the same as the ﬁrst row of the
board. The mapping of row 6 in Fig. 4 is another example of this case.
Case 1b: (Row has no out of phase dominoes. Starts b.) Suppose row k does not contain part of an out of phase domino
and begins with a dark square. Here the board is mapped to a metatiling with a dark square at cell k whose embedded
minitiling is the same as the tiling of row k, except the initial dark square is changed to a light square. (This color swap is
made so that the resulting minitiling is an element in T n:) For example, in Fig. 4 we see that the second row (bab) begins
with a dark square. Thus the corresponding metatiling has a dark square in the second cell and the embedded minitiling is
nearly the same (aab), except the initial square has changed color from dark to light. Note that the weight of the minitiling
bab has the same weight as aab.
Case 2a: (Row ends with out of phase dominoes. Tailswappable.) Suppose row k is the ﬁrst row to contain part of an out
of phase domino. Since it is the ﬁrst such row, it must have the out of phase domino starting at the last cell. Since row k
contains an out of phase domino, it cannot be mapped directly to cell k of the metatiling (and its embedded minitiling).
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Fig. 1. Tailswapping: line up n-tilings A and B so that the right end of B extends one space past the right end of A. Locate the right most fault line, then
swap the portions of A and B that are to the right of this line.
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Fig. 3. This is an example of how to convert an 18-tiling to 6 3 board.
Fig. 4. In this example, the bijection creates a domino metatile.
Fig. 2. Here are three examples of metatilings in the set T 3ðT 2Þ. Notice that each square in each length 3 metatiling has an embedded length 2 minitiling.
The weight of the square in the metatiling is the same as the weight of the embedded minitiling. Dominoes do not have embedded minitilings and always
have weight 1.
Fig. 5. In this tiling, the bijection performs a tail-swap.
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Instead, we must ﬁrst tailswap row kwith the ﬁrst row after k that does not end with an out of phase domino (call this row
j). If rows k and j are tailswappable, tailswap them. For an example of tailswapping see Fig. 5.
Once this tailswap has occurred, row k no longer contains an out of phase domino. Therefore, apply case 1 to obtain cell
k of the corresponding metatiling and its corresponding minitiling.
In contrast, each of the rows kþ1; kþ2; . . . ; j1, j has part of an out of phase domino in cell 1 and in cell n. Each row is
mapped to a dark square in the metatiling where the embedded minitiling is the tiling of the row, except the two out of
phase domino pieces are put together to form a domino at the beginning of the minitiling.
In Fig. 5, k¼ 2 and j¼ 4. So rows 2 and 4 are tailswapped. After tailswapping, new row 2 is mapped using case 1(b), after
which new rows 3 and 4 are mapped as just described.
Case 2b: (Row ends with out of phase dominoes. NOT tailswappable.) Again, suppose row k is the ﬁrst row to contain
part of an out of phase domino in cell n and that row j is the ﬁrst row after k that does not end in an out of phase domino.
Unlike case 2(a), suppose now that rows k and j cannot be tailswapped. Since n is odd, the only situation where this is
possible is when rows j and k contain only dominoes. In this case, insert the tiles in row j between rows k and kþ1,
effectively shifting rows kþ1 through j1 down one row. The cells k and kþ1 of the corresponding metatiling are covered
by a domino of weight 1. Note that since n is odd, ð1Þn ¼1, so the metadomino has the same weight as the n dominoes
that it represents.
For a simple example, in Fig. 4, k¼ 3 and j¼ 4. Since these rows are already next to each other, kþ1¼ j, so no shifting
needs to be done. For a more detailed example, see Fig. 6. Here k¼ 2 and j¼ 6, so row 6 becomes row 3 and rows 3–5 are
shifted down to 4–6.
Applying the algorithm above to each row, starting at row 1 and working down, each element in T mn, thought of as an
m n board, is sent to a unique element of T mðT nÞ. To show that this algorithm produces a bijection is straightforward.
However, we will now point out some of the subtleties of the process.
First, notice that every image of a board in T mn is in fact an element of T mðT nÞ. Since the ﬁrst row of the board cannot
start with an out of phase domino or dark square, the ﬁrst tile of the metatiling must be either a light square or a domino,
which ﬁts the restriction on the metatilings. Furthermore, any minitiling embedded in any square of the metatiling cannot
start with a dark square, since in case 1(b), if row k of the board starts with a dark square, cell k is a dark square, but the
color of the ﬁrst tile in the embedded minitiling is switched from dark to light. So the image of each board satisﬁes the
restrictions of T mðT nÞ.
Second, the map is surjective. Every element in T mðT nÞ has a preimage, which can be found by applying the inverse of
this algorithm, starting at row m and working up the rows.
Third, the map is injective. Suppose two m n boards have the same image. Since the image is created by working
linearly down the rows (or a block of contiguous rows if tailswapping occurs) of the board, the only way two boards could
have images with identical metatilings and embedded minitilings is if each of their rows were the same.
Finally, notice that the map preserves weights. For each row being mapped to a square metatile, the associated
minitiling has the same weight as that row. And as noted earlier, each pair of rows mapped to a domino (necessarily the
pair contained n dominoes) is mapped to a domino with weight 1.
Now we consider the case where n is even.
Case 2: n is even. Here we use the same mapping used in the odd case to map elements from T mn to T mðT nÞ. However,
notice that because n is even, tailswapping is always possible, eliminating the need for case 2(b). It follows that no image of
an m n board contains a domino. Furthermore, no image of an m n board contains the metatiling ab with each
embedded minitiling containing n=2 dominoes ðDn=2Þ. We call this an all-domino ab. We call the set of metatilings with a
domino or an all-domino ab, the exceptional tilings of T mðT nÞ. Now we show that the sum of the weights of the exceptional
tilings of T mðT nÞ is zero.
Suppose s 2 T mðT nÞ is an exceptional tiling. Let k be the smallest number such that metatiling cells k and kþ1 are
either covered by a domino or by an all-domino ab. If k and kþ1 are covered by a domino, then deﬁne f ðsÞ to be the tiling
where that domino (of weight 1) is replaced by an all-domino ab, and all other metatiles and minitiles are unchanged.
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Fig. 6. In this example, the bijection creates a domino, causing some rows to shift down.
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Note that since n is even, the all-domino minitiling associated with ab has weight ð1Þn ¼ 1. On the other hand, if k and
kþ1 are covered by an all-domino ab, then we let f ðsÞ be the tiling where that ab has been replaced by a domino. Hence f is
an involution, and wðf ðsÞÞ ¼wðsÞ. By pairing up each element with its image under f, we see that combined weight of all
exceptional tilings is zero.
Hence, in the case where n is even, while our weight-preserving map is no longer a bijection between T mn and all of
T mðT nÞ, we do have a weight preserving bijection from T mn to a subset of T mðT nÞ, where the sum of the weights of
elements not hit by the bijection is 0.
Therefore,
TmðTnðxÞÞ ¼ TmnðxÞ:
4. A composition formula for Umn1ðxÞ
Next we will prove the related composition identity for the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind. The proof uses
the same weight preserving bijection as the previous proof, but with a few minor changes. First, we make two quick
deﬁnitions that will be useful in the next proof.
Deﬁnition 2. A row of a board is closed on the left if its ﬁrst cell does not contain half of an out of phase domino. Likewise, a
row is closed on the right if its last cell does not contain half of an out of phase domino.
Deﬁnition 3. A row of a board is open on the left if its ﬁrst cell contains half of an out of phase domino. Similarly, a row is
open on the right if its last cell contains half of an out of phase domino.
Identity 4. If n;m are nonnegative integers, then
Um1ðTnðxÞÞUn1ðxÞ ¼Umn1ðxÞ:
Proof. Consider the tilings in the set Umn1. Write each tiling as anm n board with the ﬁrst cell removed, referred to as a
notched board. Our goal is to convert each notched board into an unrestricted regular tiling of length n1 and an
unrestricted length m1 metatiling with restricted length minitilings of length n. Hence we want a weight preserving
bijection taking Umn1 to Un1  Um1ðT nÞ. The overall idea is that the ﬁrst row of the notched board corresponds to the
unrestricted ðn1Þ- tiling in Un1. The remaining m1 by n board corresponds to the unrestricted length m1 metatiling
with restricted length n minitilings in Um1ðT nÞ.
Suppose that row 1 of the notched board is closed on the right. Then row 1, of length n1, is mapped directly to the
unrestricted n1 tiling. Then we are left with an m1 by n board that is closed on the left of its ﬁrst row. See Fig. 7 for an
example of this case.
On the other hand, suppose that row 1 of the notched board is open on the right. To be able to map row 1 to the
unrestricted ðn1Þ- tiling, we need it to be closed on the right. So we will tailswap it with the ﬁrst available row that is
closed on the right. Since cell 1 has been removed, the ﬁrst row is always breakable after cell 1. Hence, we are guaranteed
that we can tailswap row 1 with the ﬁrst row that is closed on the right. Once the tailswap has been performed, we map the
new row 1 (now closed on the right) directly to the unrestricted n1 tiling. We are then left with anm1 by n board that is
open on the left of its ﬁrst row. See Fig. 8 for an example of this case.
Next, we convert them1 by n board to an unrestrictedm1 metatiling with embedded restricted n tilings, in Um1ðT nÞ.
When n is odd, we proceed almost exactly as in the proof of Identity 3. The only difference is that because our m1 by n
board can be open on the left of its ﬁrst row (which could not happen in the previous proof), the corresponding m1
metatilings are no longer restricted. For instance, in Fig. 8, the ﬁrst row of the 5 by 3 board is open on the left, and therefore
the ﬁrst cell in the length 5 metatiling is a dark square, which could not have happened in the previous proof. Thus it makes
sense that our m1 by n boards get mapped to unrestricted length m1 metatilings. Thus we have a weight preserving
bijection between Unm1 and Um1ðT nÞ  Un1.
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Fig. 7. A notched board that does not need tailswapping.
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When n is even, then we follow the same proof strategy incorporated in Identity 3, again noting that because the ﬁrst
row of the board can be open on the left, our metatilings are unrestricted. Like the last proof, this mapping is a weight
preserving injective map, where the exceptional elements without preimages have total weight zero.
It follows that, regardless of the parity of n,
Um1ðTnðxÞÞUn1ðxÞ ¼Umn1ðxÞ: &
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